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Abstract. Visualizations provide a natural means for organizing large complex
data sets and mining them for characteristics of interest. In this paper, we de-
scribe SPLAT, a scatter and phase plot animation tool. SPLAT offers a broad set
of capabilities for investigating Internet measurement data sets based on scat-
ter and phase plots—two well-known techniques for exploratory data analysis.
An important feature of SPLAT is that it can animate the scatter and phase plots
over time to reveal dynamic characteristics of the data at hand. We demonstrate
SPLAT’s capabilities through a series of case studies that show how both general
profiles and important non-obvious details in large Internet data sets can be iden-
tified thereby illustrating its utility for a diverse set of network research areas.

1 Introduction
Empirical measurements are the cornerstone of scientific discovery and evaluation of
Internet structure and behavior. However, the quantity, diversity and complexity of In-
ternet data greatly complicate the process of analysis. Many methods for assessing In-
ternet data have been proposed and developed over the years, but most of them are quan-
titative in nature, suited for specific data types, and designed with a particular purpose
in mind. There exist surprisingly few general-purpose tools for qualitative exploratory
analysis of Internet data—an important precursor to hypothesis-driven discovery, anal-
ysis, and validation. On the other hand, standard plot-based visualization methods are
common in Internet data analysis. These include plots to evaluate statistical properties
of time series, scaling properties (e.g., [8, 13]), and protocol behavior (e.g., [6]). There
are also several visualization tools which have been developed for Internet data analysis;
see [2] for a partial listing. These can be classified as tools for connectivity/structural
analysis (e.g., [15]), network monitoring (e.g., [3, 10]), and for elucidating the dynamics
of particular networking protocols (e.g., [5]).

Visualizations provide a natural means for exploratory analysis of large complex
data sets. While there are many standard textbook references on exploratory data anal-
ysis that highlight visual methods, Tukey [20] remains one of the classics and a rich
source for inspiration. The high level objectives in such analyses are to identify both
interesting general patterns in the data and relevant domain-specific details in parts of
the data. Standard methods for visualizing data are mainly comprised of 2D plots or
graphs that may include reference information (e.g., regression curves). However, the
key to effective visual analysis is to present the data in ways that offer great flexibil-
ity, thereby facilitating the detection and identification of critical characteristics. This



suggests several requirements for visualization tools in the context of Internet data, in-
cluding the ability to handle large, high-dimensional data sets, the flexibility to support
a variety of views of the data based on Internet context, and the applicability to a variety
of different, network-specific problems. In [17], Paxson also calls for visualization tools
to support a range of exploratory analyses.

In this paper we describe SPLAT, a scatter and phase plot animation tool that has
been developed for Internet data analysis. As the name suggests, SPLAT offers visu-
alization capabilities based on 2D scatter and phase plots of data. We have enhanced
the tool by providing a set of pruning, zooming and feature selection (e.g., filtering)
capabilities developed specifically for large high-dimensional Internet data analysis. A
distinguishing feature of SPLAT is that it can display animations of phase and scatter
plots as they evolve over time. This 3D capability greatly facilitates the discovery and
identification of subtle features in the data that may reveal interesting aspects of Inter-
net structure and behavior but would typically be overlooked when using a purely static
display of the data. We are not aware of any widely-used visualization tools that have
the combination of capabilities provided by SPLAT.

We demonstrate the capabilities of SPLAT in a set of case studies that consider (i)
characteristics of TCP packet traffic, (ii) characteristics of Internet flows, (iii) calibra-
tion of active measurement tools, and (iv) the dynamic structure of source/destination
addresses in IP traffic. In these examples, we show how the tool can be used to identify
both general patterns and unique features in each of the data sets. These examples illus-
trate the practical attributes and benefits of this tool in a broad set of problem domains.

2 SPLAT Design and Implementation
Phase plots and scatter plots are well-known exploratory analysis tools for determining
association and examining relationships among different variables. In its basic form,
phase plot analysis considers two time-dependent variables x(t),y(t). A phase plot is
a graph of all points x(ti),y(ti) over a specified period of time where the x-variable
is plotted on the horizontal axis and the y-variable on the vertical axis. Since Internet
data sets almost always have time components associated with them, they are naturally
suited to phase plot analysis. Scatter plots are, in essence, identical to phase plots but
do not have an implicit time axis. A time axis can be trivially added, however, to study
the temporal evolution of the two variables.

The basic design requirement for SPLAT is to display a phase plot, to allow one to
zoom and pan on specific regions, and to view the animations of the plot over time. In
addition, SPLAT has a number of annotation capabilities, including display of relative
point densities along each dimension of the plotting region, listing of the current time
in the trace file (for animations), coloring of data points to highlight possible associ-
ations with higher-layer entities (e.g., packets associated with flows), and labeling of
these higher-level entities (e.g., a string representation of the five-tuple that defines a
particular flow).

For large, multivariate data sets, a key design requirement is the ability to view sub-
sets of the main phase plot data, conditioned along one or more dimensions. To enable
filtering, SPLAT can load auxiliary data sets (e.g., time series data that are synchronized
with the main phase plot data) and various kinds of categorical summary data (e.g., esti-
mates of flow round-trip times or flow sizes). For example, assume that our basic phase



plot data consists of spacings between individual packets of a flow as the packets enter
a congested router queue and the spacings of the same packets as they exit the queue,
as depicted in Figure 1(a). We could make use of time series data of the queue length
to enable visual detection of correlations between phase plot features and congestion
events. Similarly, we may wish to restrict our view of the ingress-egress phase plot to
consider the largest flows that also have round-trip times within a certain range, or to
view only phase plot data for flows having destination IP addresses matching a given
prefix. These built-in capabilities of SPLAT distinguish it from more general-purpose
visualization tools such as GGOBI [4] that are not designed to handle Internet-specific
data sets. Additional concrete examples of some of SPLAT’s filtering capabilities are
described in the case studies, below.

SPLAT consists of about 7,000 lines of C++ and uses the cross-platform Trolltech
Qt libraries [7] for its graphical capabilities. Plotting areas are drawn using OpenGL
widgets, enabling relatively simple zoom, translation, and rotation by manipulating the
world-to-screen and projection matrices. Saving a plot for later reference is handled by
converting the raw frame buffer data to a common image format. All scatter plots in this
paper were produced using this capability in SPLAT. SPLAT includes the ability to read
a variety of common Internet-related data types.

3 Case Studies
In this section we examine a range of SPLAT’s capabilities through four case studies of
scatter/phase plot construction, interpretation, and filtering. Our intent is not to demon-
strate deep analysis of different kinds of Internet data, but rather to demonstrate a di-
verse range of data exploration tasks that can be accomplished with SPLAT.

3.1 Case Study I: TCP packet traffic characteristics

Many prior studies of packet traffic behavior (e.g., [13]) have been based on measure-
ments taken at a single point in the network such as the ingress to a router. These
measurements usually consist of full IP packet headers and lend themselves directly to
many types of analysis, but are generally insufficient for capturing the most basic char-
acteristics of IP networks, i.e., effects of statistical multiplexing and queuing at routers.
A simple extension to this basic measurement capability is to gather timestamped IP
packet headers at both the ingress and egress of a router (or collaborating end hosts),
which provides considerably more information and exposes a much wider range of traf-
fic characteristics.

Given the capability of taking ingress and egress measurements at a router, we can
consider two packets from the same source that are emitted close to one another in
time. If we measure the time delay between these packets as they arrive at the router
(Ingress Spacing = si) and again as they exit the router (Egress Spacing = se), then
there are three possibilities for the ratio sr = se/si. If sr = 1 then spacing remained
unchanged by the router. If sr > 1 then other packets enqueued between the two packets
causing expansion. If sr < 1 then the first packet was delayed because of a queue that
has diminished by the time the second packet arrives, causing compression. TCP ACK
compression is one manifestation of this latter phenomenon3.

3 There are, of course, many potential causes of compression and expansion. For example, ex-
pansion might be caused by a router-induced delay that is unrelated to congestion, while both



The basic construction of a two-dimensional phase plot from packet traces is de-
picted in Figure 1(a). Thus far, we have defined our two measurement points as two
links of a path through a router. More generally, these ingress-egress measurements can
be considered at arbitrary points along a path. For example, we might collect packet
traces at the end hosts of a path, constructing a phase plot that includes effects of all
routers and intermediate devices along the path.
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(b) Interpreting phase plot features of flow dynamics.

Fig. 1. Basic construction and interpretation of phase plots for analyzing packet traffic dynamics
from measurements taken at the ingress and egress of a router.

As an example of this kind of phase plot analysis, consider the well-known syn-
chronization behavior of long-lived TCP flows with similar round trip times [14, 21].
Reno-based TCP implementations in congestion avoidance cause the bottleneck queue
to fill and drain as the sources oscillate between linear increase and multiplicative de-
crease in sending rate. We created a standard dumbbell topology in a laboratory envi-
ronment with commodity workstations and routers and measured the traffic generated
by 40 infinite TCP transfers at both ingress and egress of the bottleneck router. The bot-
tleneck link in this setup is an OC-3 (155 Mb/s) and its interfaces are configured with
drop-tail queues. A round-trip time of 20 milliseconds is configured using NetPath [9].
Figure 2(a) shows the familiar “sawtooth” characteristic of the time series of packet
delays due to queuing. Figures 2(b) and 2(c) show the corresponding phase plots for
the traffic at two resolutions. There are two main features in these plots: a cluster of
points close to the origin, and a relatively large triangle-shaped element with a lower
left corner at an ingress and egress spacing of about 30 milliseconds. From the density
indications along the right and upper axes of Figure 2(b), we see that the majority of
packets are sent back-to-back or closely spaced. Although the triangle-like cluster is
eye-catching, most packets of each flow arrive closely spaced.

The triangle-like feature of the phase plot has meaningful dimensions and loca-
tion. As the competing flows increase their congestion windows during the congestion

compression and expansion may be due to a bandwidth differential between the two measure-
ment points.
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(a) Queuing delay over a three second
interval of the trace. Well-known os-
cillating (“sawtooth”) behavior results
from synchronization among TCP flows.
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(c) Close-up of lower left corner of
(b). Grid lines are spaced 1 millisec-
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Fig. 2. Phase plots and an associated queuing delay time series plot created from a laboratory
testbed trace of long-lived TCP sources. Phase plot of (c) is a close-up of the lower-left corner of
(b). Note that grid lines are not at the same scale for each phase plot. Vertical and horizontal lines
along top and left edge of plots indicate density of points along each axis.

avoidance phase, the queue builds, the round-trip time increases, and so does the spac-
ing between packet trains from each TCP source. This effect results in the line of points
along the diagonal of the phase plot. When the queue fills and packet loss occurs, the
sources drop their congestion windows, causing the queue to drain, and some packet
spacings to be compressed [16, 22]. The triangle feature is approximately 15 millisec-
onds wide and tall, corresponding to the range of oscillation of the queue. Also, the
location of the lower left of the triangle is offset by 10 milliseconds from the round-
trip propagation delay of 20 milliseconds. This offset corresponds to the smallest delay
measured through the congested queue, as shown in Figure 2(a).

Finally, we note that when viewing the phase plot as an animated series of consecu-
tive time slices, the points on the triangle of Figure 2(b) appear in a clockwise manner,
following the rise and fall of the queue. SPLAT can display a synchronized view of a
time series plot similar to Figure 2(a) alongside the phase plot to make this connection
visually apparent.

Looking at a close-up of the back-to-back spacing region in Figure 2(c), we first
notice a clear discretization of egress spacings. As closely spaced packets of one flow
arrive at the bottleneck link, they are multiplexed with packets from other flows and
are respaced by an integral number of 1500 byte packets as they are transmitted at
155 Mb/s. The horizontal striations are separated by approximately 80 microseconds,
corresponding to the transmission time of a 1500 byte packet.

In this case study, SPLAT was helpful in revealing interesting dynamic characteris-
tics of the eye-catching triangular feature and relating those characteristics to the well-
understood sawtooth queuing behavior typical for a homogeneous (but unrealistic) net-
work environment (e.g., all TCP flows are long-lived and have similar RTT). The tool



also helped to illustrate that while the observed triangular feature is distinctive, it is not
the dominant characteristic.

3.2 Case Study II: Flow-level Traffic Characteristics

In this case study we illustrate the dynamic characteristics of a scatter plot by compar-
ing flow size and duration. This application of scatter plots could be useful for studies
similar to Zhang et al. [23], in which they compared characteristics of Internet flow
rates with aspects such as flow size and duration. The scatter plots in this section are
formed by setting the x-axis to represent flow size in bytes and setting the y-axis to rep-
resent flow duration in seconds. A natural choice for the time axis is the starting time
of the flow.

Figure 3(a) shows a scatter plot of flow sizes and durations, with a focus on small
flows. The data for this example was created using the same basic laboratory testbed
dumbbell topology as described in § 3.1. The background traffic for this example con-
sists of web-like self-similar traffic created using Harpoon [18] that varies in utilization
over the duration of the experiment, from about 50 Mb/s to 130 Mb/s, averaged over
1 second intervals. Propagation delays in the testbed are configured to be between 35
and 65 millseconds, with a mean of 50 milliseconds, and the queue is configured to
buffer approximately 50 milliseconds of packet data. Although the general profile of
the figure supports the expected correlation between flow size and duration, we also
notice that there are a number of the smallest flows with significantly longer durations
than most other flows. If we filter the data to show only time periods when the queue
was nearly full (Figure 3(b)), we observe a shift in the data points corresponding to
generally longer durations for all flows during congested time periods. If, alternatively,
we restrict our view to time periods when the queue was nearly empty (Figure 3(c)), we
observe a shift towards generally lower flow durations, as we might expect. Additional
filtering capabilities of SPLAT, such as restricting our view to flows with RTTs within a
certain range, or confining our view based on the amount of data transferred between a
source/destination pair, could be used to draw out subtle characteristics of the plots and
determine relevant cofactors.

3.3 Case Study III: Calibrating Available Bandwidth Estimation Tools

Available bandwidth estimation tools (ABETs) such as SPRUCE [19] and PATHLOAD [11]
are designed to send packets pairs or streams at well-defined spacings (on time scales
of tens to hundreds of microseconds), measure the spacings of the same packets at a
receiver, and, according to a tool-specific model, infer the amount of available band-
width along the path. Calibration, in the context of ABETs, is commonly understood to
mean comparison of available bandwidth estimates with measures that have been ob-
tained through, e.g., packet traces with timestamps of sufficient quality. An alternative
ABET calibration exercise involves comparing measured packet level characteristics
of a probe stream with characteristics that the tool should have produced. Figure 4(a)
depicts this kind of ABET calibration. Considering a series of packet pairs or streams
emitted by an ABET in the context of a phase plot, the x (ingress) dimension should re-
veal any differences between spacings that are intended by the ABET, and the spacings
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(a) Scatter plot produced from all
flows during the experiment. Figure
shows a zoom of the smallest flows
(up to 750 kBytes).
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(b) The same data as in 3(a), but fil-
tered to show periods when the queue
was within 90% of its capacity.
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(c) The same data as in 3(a), but fil-
tered to show periods when the queue
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Fig. 3. Scatter plots of flow size (x-axis) versus flow duration (y-axis) generated from traffic pro-
duced in a laboratory environment.

actually produced. This provides the ability to assess bias introduced into the measure-
ment process by imprecise commodity hardware and operating systems. The y (egress)
dimension of the phase plot should reveal the spacings on which inferences should be
made by the receiver after interaction with cross traffic, though they may differ from
the spacings actually measured by the receiver. This enables calibration of both the
inference method as well as providing a baseline for calibrating the receiving host.
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Fig. 4. Application of scatter plots to available bandwidth estimation tool analysis and calibration.

Figure 4(b) shows a phase plot created from a series of 12 probe streams generated
by SPRUCE in a laboratory testbed. The testbed setup is based on the same dumbbell
topology used in § 3.1 and 3.2. A simple constant bit-rate UDP source of 100 Mb/s
was used as background traffic in this setup. Given the bottleneck bandwidth of 155



Mb/s, SPRUCE packet pairs should be configured to be separated by approximately 80
microseconds upon departure [19].

The phase plot shown in Figure 4(b) was created by collecting time-synchronized
packet traces using DAG monitors before the probes entered the bottleneck router (and
prior to interaction with any other traffic), and just after exiting the router. The phase
plot immediately exposes two potential sources of measurement bias. First, it is easy to
see that there is a wide range of interpacket spacings on ingress which can be attributed
to inaccuracies introduced by the sending host. Second, it is also evident that an effect
of the CBR cross traffic is to cause a respacing of probe packets on egress to either ex-
actly back-to-back (≈ 80 microseconds) or with one cross traffic packet interposed (≈
160 microseconds). Closer examination reveals that packets spaced farther apart by the
ABET are more likely to experience expansion by a cross traffic packet than to be trans-
mitted back-to-back on the tight link. This can be seen in the figure by the perceptible
shift to the right in the upper cluster of points. Additional benefits of using SPLAT in
this situation include the possibility for dynamic analysis of ABET bias through SPLAT
animations and the potential to filter the data, e.g., to focus on time segments of high
intensity background traffic or rapidly changing background traffic conditions.

3.4 Case Study IV: Structure of Addresses in IP Traffic

In [12], Kohler et al. consider the structural characteristics of destination addresses in
IP traffic. One way to represent these characteristics in scatter plot form is to consider
the source address of a flow as the x dimension, the destination address as the y dimen-
sion, and the flow start time as the time dimension. To derive values for the x and y
dimensions, IP addresses can be linearly mapped to a given scale. Figure 5(a) depicts
this application of scatter plots. In their study, Kohler et al. observed that destination
address structure was stable over short time scales as seen at a particular location, and
that the observed structure can make a practical fingerprint of the aggregate traffic seen
at a given vantage point.

Figure 5(b) shows an IP source/destination address scatter plot created from one
hour of flow records collected at a border router of the University of Wisconsin-Madison.
The two dominant lines for both source and destination addresses in the plot indicate
that most traffic is sourced or sinked by the University’s two class B address spaces.
The less dominant characteristics are also interesting. For example, a data point in the
lower left quadrant indicates a traffic flow between two networks in the traditional class
A address range. Also, a set of points in the upper right quadrant indicates one or more
multicast sources with a large set of destinations in the class B and C range.

Figure 5(c) shows another IP source/destination address scatter plot created from
one hour of flow records collected at the Houston, TX router of the Abilene network [1].
The basic features of this plot compared with Figure 5(b) show the effect of connectiv-
ity and perspective of a router on the addresses in traffic observed at that router. Fig-
ure 5(d) is produced from the same underlying data as Figure 5(c), but has been filtered
to show only points representing source and destination pairs that transferred more than
1 MByte. From the relatively density indications along the upper and right sides of the
plot, we see that there are indeed very few source/destination pairs responsible for most
of the traffic. We also see a number of potentially interesting spatial outliers, e.g., in the
lower right quadrant.



This case study suggests that SPLAT can be useful for examining spatial fingerprints
or signatures of traffic flows and for helping to understand some of the causes behind
these signatures. The animation capabilities of SPLAT make it well-suited as a tool for
qualitatively assessing the stability of these signatures over a range of time scales, and
also for helping to uncover causes behind possible changes to a signature.
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from flow records collected at a border router
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Fig. 5. Application of scatter plots to analyzing the structure of source and destination addresses
in IP traffic.

4 Summary and Conclusions

The description and illustrations of SPLAT provided in this paper highlight the effec-
tiveness of this simple visualization tool as a means for mining very different types of
data sets, collected from either the real Internet, from laboratory testbeds with com-
modity hardware and software, or from commonly-used network simulation environ-
ments (not considered here). The measurements can have a temporal component (e.g.,



ingress/egress spacings), a spatial component (e.g., IP addresses), some other network-
specific component (e.g., flow attributes), or any combination thereof, and they can
be very fine-grained (e.g., packets, IP addresses) or more coarse-grained (e.g., flows,
prefixes). SPLAT offers a basic set of useful capabilities for mining and exploring these
voluminous and semantically rich data sets, and we have illustrated its utility for explor-
ing such diverse and challenging problems as assessing traffic dynamics (case studies 1
and 2), calibrating active measurement tools (case study 3), or the potential for detect-
ing/identifying network traffic anomalies through spatial fingerprinting (case study 4).
SPLAT will be made openly available to the community, and the set of built-in capabil-
ities is expected to increase as users experiment with it in the context of more diverse
applications.
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